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Abstract
Flow graph models have recently become increasingly popular as
a way to express parallel computations. However, most of these
models either require specialized languages and compilers or are
library-based solutions requiring coarse-grained applications to
achieve acceptable performance. Yet, graph algorithms and other
irregular applications are increasingly important to modern highperformance computing, and these applications are not amenable to
coarsening without complicating algorithm structure. One effective
existing approach for these applications relies on active messages.
However, the separation of control flow between the main program
and active message handlers introduces programming difficulties.
To ameliorate this problem, we present Avalanche, a flow graph
model for fine-grained applications that automatically generates
active-message handlers. Avalanche is built as a C++ library on
top of our previously-developed Active Pebbles model; a set of
combinators builds graphs at compile-time, allowing several optimizations to be applied by the library and a standard C++ compiler.
In particular, consecutive flow graph nodes can be fused; experimental results show that flow graphs built from small components
can still efficiently operate on fine-grained data.

bility across parallel architectures [17], and have been successful
both for fine-grained parallelism [17, 35], as well as distributed processing of big data [3, 13]. Flow-based techniques, however, have
not been applied as heavily to graph algorithms and other irregular
applications, although other domain specific languages have been
proposed [22], as well as several libraries [18, 30]. To address this
need we propose a new C++ library, Avalanche, for expressing finegrained applications as flow graphs and executing them efficiently
on distributed-memory systems using the Active Pebbles execution
model [50].
When programs must ultimately take the form of flow graphs,
there are a few major questions that must be answered:
1. How is the graph constructed? (e.g., literally/programmatically,
explicitly/implicitly, statically/dynamically)
2. Do data items communicated through edges have a one-to-one
correspondence to messages in the implementation? (This often
depends on how much is known statically about communication
in the flow graph.)
3. Likewise, does a flow graph node (a computation) have a oneto-one correspondence to a parallel task in the implementation?

Categories and Subject Descriptors D.1.1 [Programming Techniques]: Applicative (Functional) Programming; D.1.3 [Programming Techniques]: Concurrent Programming—Parallel Programming; D.3.2 [Programming Languages]: Language Classifications—
Data-Flow Languages

There are many answers to the first question. Some systems
include syntax to encode flow graphs literally and statically [10];
others include functions for building flow graphs edge-by-edge
at program runtime [5], and some even allow the graph to be
extended while it is executing [5, 12]. Still other models make
the flow graph itself implicit; for example, in FRP (Functional
General Terms Design, Performance
Reactive Programming) [47] and related models [36, 37], programs
Keywords Data flow programming, irregular applications, distributed- manipulate stream values, or functions over streams, as first class
objects, thereby implicitly creating graphs of computations.
memory parallelism, active messages
While there have been both imperative and functional formulations of flow-graph-based programming models, the history of
1. Introduction
data-flow models is intertwined with the history of functional proRecently, there has been a resurgence of flow-graph-based paralgramming [15, 16], especially as regarding the formation of datalel programming models, based on earlier data-flow work [15, 16,
flow graphs as recurrence equations. Also, from the functional tra26, 31], wherein a program takes the form of a graph of kernel
dition comes a technique of employing combinator libraries for
functions, connected by edges through which streams or other data
composing flow graphs [1]. Avalanche adopts this approach, as well
collections flow [3, 13, 17, 35, 47]. This class of models is difas making use of other hallmarks of functional programming (e.g.,
ferentiated from more general purpose programs by having very
λ-expressions).
structured, predictable control-flow and data-flow. As a result, they
offer some of the best examples of implicit parallelism and porta1.1 Kernel Fusion in Libraries
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For questions two and three above, it is often important that the
answer be an emphatic no—kernel fusion, deforestation, and granularity adjustment1 are important in many flow-based systems in
1 In

other words: combining graph nodes, eliminating intermediate communication structures during combining, and adjusting the size of data messages and therefore the amount of computation involved in processing a
single message.

order to achieve both composability and performance. Fusion and
deforestation in particular have a long history in functional programming [46], based on a recognition that the ability to fuse recursive functions over lists, eliminating (deforesting) intermediate
lists, enables the composition of applications from modular pieces
without performance cost.
This principle has now become quite relevant to the computing world at large. For example, these optimizations are critical
to FlumeJava [13], a high-level data-processing library, built on
MapReduce, developed and heavily used by Google. FlumeJava
optimizes pipelines of data-parallel kernels, scheduling them onto
MapReduce jobs, which are by convention constrained to only
a single map phase and single reduce phase. By fusing kernels,
FlumeJava requires many fewer MapReduce jobs than a naı̈ve implementation.
Normally, fusion and deforestation require a compiler. Traditional libraries such as MPI typically provide a collection of functions but cannot optimize combinations of those functions, with
the exception of compilers that have extensible optimizers, such
as the Glasgow Haskell Compiler’s system of rewrite rules. And
yet, with the right kind of support from its host language, libraries
can include compiler-like features [23, 32, 44], with the extreme
case being embedded languages packaged as libraries. For example, in FlumeJava, parallelDo operations do not immediately execute. Rather, they employ a form of delayed evaluation, building up a representation of the pipeline, which is compiled and executed only when results are requested. This technique achieves
deforestation—intermediate results are not stored between fused
parallelDo operations—but it does not enable inlining and cross optimization of the user’s code between the fused operations, making
it not as suitable for fine-grained use as other flow-based models
(e.g., the StreamIt [17] compiler).
Avalanche employs a similar technique, but is able to take it further through use of C++ template metaprogramming. As we will see
in Section 4, flow graphs composed using Avalanche’s combinators
are able to make a node’s downstream consumers known at compile
time. Therefore calls from user code to emit messages can become
direct, inlinable function calls to downstream nodes. This approach
to composition is used everywhere that adjacent nodes execute on
the same processor, that is, are not separated by a communication
operator (e.g., redistribute, Section 4).
Avalanche’s implementation makes heavy use of functional programming within C++, with many higher-order functions built using C++11’s lambda expressions and the std::bind function (a more
flexible, but more cumbersome, way to create function objects).
The implementation uses rank-2 polymorphism in many places,
with interfaces that require nodes to be able to be composed with
arbitrary continuation types.
The contributions of this paper are:
• A novel library combining a flow graph abstraction with asyn-

also serve as our benchmarks, and Section 6 reports the results of
our evaluation.

2.

Background: Active Pebbles

Avalanche is built on top of the Active Pebbles programming and
execution model [50], and uses the AM++ implementation of that
model [49] as its underlying infrastructure. The version of AM++
used in this work uses the Message Passing Interface (MPI) standard [34] as its underlying communication mechanism, although it
could be re-targeted to a lower-level message passing mechanism
such as InfiniBand Verbs.
The overall Active Pebbles model is distributed-memory and
single-program, multiple-data (SPMD); a number of processes run
the same program on separate data, and the only sharing of data
between the processes is by sending messages and other explicit
communication operations.
The communication model consists of fine-grained active messages [45] sent to arbitrary user-defined targets. A target can be
an arbitrary entity (including an element in an array, or something
completely implicit), as long as a user-defined data distribution object can map from a target identifier to a destination rank number
(i.e., machine or processor identifier).
Message handlers in Active Pebbles can themselves send messages to arbitrary destinations, increasing flexibility. The goal of
Active Pebbles is to allow irregular applications with fine-grained
messages and control flow to be expressed at their natural levels of
granularity; e.g., a graph algorithm can be implemented by sending
messages to individual graph vertices. The Active Pebbles execution model then performs any necessary coarsening (such as message coalescing) to enable efficient message passing on a given architecture.
The execution model also includes software routing of messages
to limit the number of neighbors that a particular node must communicate with directly, reducing the number of coalescing buffers
required at large scales. It also includes message reductions: using a cache to remove duplicate messages or combine related messages to save communication. The synchronization model in Active Pebbles is based on epochs; at the end of an epoch, all messages must have been received and their handlers executed, including messages recursively sent from handlers. Standard termination
detection algorithms are used for this purpose. An integer value (of
type uintmax t) can be summed across all processes at the end of
an epoch; this feature is used to globally determine when all processes’ queues are empty in a breadth-first search, for example.
Transports (similar to communicators in MPI) are used to separate independent communication domains. Different transports
have completely separate sets of message types and epochs. This
feature is used to allow subgraphs of a larger flow graph to have
their own synchronization behavior (i.e., their own epochs and
summed values).

chronous fine-grained distributed messaging.
• A flow graph library in a standard language that enables full

kernel fusion and deforestation.
• A flow graph model that enables a suite of advanced com-

munication optimizations, including granularity adjustment, by
leveraging the Active Pebbles framework (Section 2).
In the remainder of this paper, we will first review the underlying communication framework, Active Pebbles, in Section 2. Then
Section 3 describes the design of Avalanche, including the behavior of flow graphs and the major combinators used in programming.
Section 4 then addresses the implementation, focusing on the mechanics of composing nodes with all the necessary compile-time
information. Section 5 introduces the example programs which will

3.

The Avalanche System

The Avalanche programming model is built on the same basic infrastructure as Active Pebbles: a SPMD, distributed-memory model
with explicit communication between processes running in separate memory spaces. Fine-grained messages are sent between flow
graph nodes, either locally within a process or using Active Pebbles communication operations between processes. The full flexibility and performance optimizations of the Active Pebbles execution model are exposed in Avalanche, including configuration of
data distributions, message coalescing, routing, and message reductions. Flow graph nodes can also write to the integer value accumulated during termination detection, although limitations in AM++
restrict the timing of these writes.

Some aspects of Avalanche are modeled after tbb::flow, a component of Intel’s Threading Building Blocks [4], including the
names of some operators and types (function node, continue msg,
etc.). Although the dynamic graph construction is similar as well,
the model for building graphs at compile-time is very different from
tbb::flow’s approach of adding nodes and edges at run-time.
Flow graphs are built using combinators, which in this case are
functions that produce flow graph nodes (objects with a particular
interface). These combinators can also accept partial flow graphs as
input, allowing composition of graphs. The structure of most flow
graphs is set at compile-time by the pattern of combinator calls used
to define them, enabling the C++ compiler to optimize patterns of
nodes. However, flow graphs can also be defined at run-time, with
arbitrary wiring patterns between the nodes; a performance penalty
is present when these are used.
Most flow graph nodes are single-input, single-output, with sequential composition as the main coordination operation between
them; however, combinators can accept pipelines as arguments, allowing for other forms of composition. For example, combinators
can form loops or branching structures. The compile-time combinators currently implemented produce structured flow graphs, but new
combinators could be defined to create unstructured flow graphs
at compile-time. Arbitrary series-parallel graphs can be created
directly from these combinators. Arbitrary graphs can be implemented by creating a superset of the desired graph (possibly using discriminated unions to multiplex several message types in the
same pipeline), with filters to restrict message flow. The run-time
graph combinators and wiring functions do not impose any structure on the flow graphs that they create. The set of primitive combinators is described in Table 1; others can be built out of the initial,
continuation-passing style function, and final function node types.
The current implementation runs all pipeline nodes on all processes, interleaving the nodes’ sequential executions. Thus, for a
10-node flow graph running on 20 processes, 20 threads will be
running in parallel on different processes, each interleaving execution of the 10 flow graph nodes within its process. This model is
very efficient because of the optimizations that can be performed
between nodes, but does not exploit shared-memory parallelism
within a process. A flow graph node type could be defined, however, that creates a task for each of its input values using a workstealing system such as Cilk [9].
3.1
3.1.1

Combinators
Pipeline

The pipeline combinator takes two flow graph nodes and composes
them by feeding the output of one to the input of the other, producing a new flow graph node as output. Given two nodes a and b,
the composition a | b, when given input type t1 first defines t2 as
a’s output type on input t1 (t2 can be an arbitrary function of t1 );
it then gives its output type as b’s output type when run with input
type t2 . This operation composes the two type functions. After that
has been computed, continuations for each node must flow in the
other direction: given an output continuation f , the implementation passes that to b, receiving a new continuation g. The function
g is then passed to a, giving the continuation type for the pipeline.
Thus, two passes are made over each pipeline: one from left to right
to compute the types of values flowing between nodes, and a second
one from right to left to compute the continuation for each node.
3.1.2

Initial Node

The base case at the beginning of a pipeline is an initial node.
The initial node constructor accepts an object with two methods,
setup and run. The setup method is called at the beginning of
pipeline execution; run is called repeatedly while an outer flow
graph execution loop waits for the rest of the pipeline and its

communications to terminate. The setup method can also update
the accumulated value in the AM++ transport; the sum of this
value on all processes will be computed implicitly as one result
of finishing the pipeline. An initial node also accepts a successor
and can send messages to it, either in setup or run.
3.1.3

CPS Function Node

The most common intermediate node in a pipeline is a single-input,
single-output continuation-passing style (CPS) function node. The
basic CPS function node uses a function that is called with a continuation, along with a type function to compute the node’s output
stream element type. Because the type of the continuation is not
known until the rest of the flow graph is assembled at compile-time,
functions passed to the CPS function node must be polymorphic in
their continuation type. Because of limitations in the C++11 language, these functions cannot be built using lambda expressions or
local classes, and so must be defined in separate classes with captured local variables explicitly stored and accessed.
The continuations passed to a CPS function node represent the
computation (portion of the flow graph) downstream from that
node; they can be invoked multiple times by the user,2 allowing the
node to produce zero or more values for a single input. However,
a wrapper (function node) is provided for the common case of
functions that take a single input and process it into a single output.
The non-CPS function wrapper converts an ordinary function to
a CPS function, deriving the output type automatically from the
function.
Many other types of nodes can be implemented as special cases
of CPS function nodes, sometimes with “functions” that have internal state that they modify when called. For example, one special
case provided by the library is filter, which takes a user-defined
function object that returns a Boolean value and uses it to filter
a stream of messages: only those for which the function returns
true are passed on, and others are removed. Special kinds of function nodes are also used for specific applications, such as the node
used in breadth-first search that outputs the neighbors of each vertex passed to it as input.
One particular kind of function node useful for synchronization
is the subgraph node. This combinator accepts a full pipeline as
argument, and produces a node encapsulating that pipeline. When
a message is sent to the resulting node, the entire subgraph is run
in a separate AM++ transport, and the subgraph node does not
produce any output until the subgraph has finished completely on
all processes.
In the current prototype, the results of subgraphs are often
communicated back to the main program through side effects; the
type of the subgraph’s output is fixed to be uintmax t, and the
subgraph node implicitly does a sum-reduction over all outputs
from the subgraph. After the subgraph’s execution is complete,
it produces a single output—the global, summed value—which
is output on the subgraph node’s output port on all processes.
The subgraph node is thus important for providing a barrier that
ensures message receipt and processing globally. The return value,
while limited, is sufficient for a number of purposes. More general
reductions would be a topic for future work.
3.1.4

Final Function Node

A special kind of function node is used to end pipelines. It is similar
to a normal function node, except that it may not have a successor
2 This

makes them similar to delimited continuations; they do not destroy
the current stack when called. The continuation of an Avalanche CPS
function node is used identically to the emit function which is passed into
the body of FlumeJava’s parallelDo.

Name
Pipeline
Initial
CPS function
Final function
Loop
Broadcast/merge
Redistribute
Parallel
Dynamic sender
Dynamic receiver

Description
Sequentially composes two pipeline fragments
Starts a pipeline
Converts input into zero or more outputs based on function
Like CPS function, but ends a pipeline
Cyclic flow of messages
Copies message to several subgraphs, merging the results
Moves data between processes based on data distribution
Combines independent, complete pipelines
Allows run-time connection to dynamic receiver
Receives messages from dynamic sender

Input(s)
Two pipeline fragments
Object with setup and run methods
Function object
Function object
Pipeline fragment
Two pipeline fragments
Data distribution and message configuration
Two pipelines
Nothing
Nothing

Table 1. Primitive Combinators in Avalanche.
and accordingly does not pass an output continuation to its userprovided function. Thus, it creates a single-input, no-output node.
3.1.5

Loop

The loop combinator takes a single-input, single-output node as argument. It returns a new node which, upon receiving input, repeatedly executes the child node, feeding the child’s subsequent output
back to its input, until no further outputs are produced. There is an
implicit merge of two streams at the top (both external inputs and
self-feedback are fed into the child), while outputs from the child
are sent back to the top of the loop. This node type never emits any
values on its output.
The loop node works by employing the type-erased std::function
class to store the continuation corresponding to its body. Thus, the
continuation’s type does not need to be known statically, avoiding
a circular dependency. A higher-performance approach would be
to store the continuation in a type-erased way, but to downcast it to
the correct type (the continuation type for the body when given the
loop node as successor) to allow the function call to be resolved at
compile-time.
3.1.6

Broadcast/Merge

The broadcast/merge combinator accepts two pipelines with the
same input and output types as parameters, returning a new pipeline
with the same input and output types. When a message is sent to this
pipeline, it is broadcast to both constituent pipelines; any results
from those pipelines are merged in an arbitrary order to form the
output of the combined pipeline,3 that is, they are merged rather
than zipped.
To make this combinator more useful, a fork/join wrapper is
implemented on top of it. This wrapper takes two sub-pipelines,
which must have the same input type but may have different output types, and coordinates their behavior. When an input message
arrives, it is assigned a unique identifier, then passed down both
branches to the sub-pipelines. The result of each pipeline is placed
into a discriminated union to mark which pipeline it came from,
and then the identifiers of the outputs are matched to form a combined result. Each branch of the pipeline is expected to produce one
output for each input, allowing a one-to-one matching of the outputs. Other than the broadcast/merge node, all of these operations
are performed by CPS function nodes, some of which use stateful
function objects. The fork/join functionality provides the ability to
coordinate processing of a single message by multiple processes
simultaneously, giving directed-acyclic-graph (DAG) coordination
structures similar to those provided by Structured Dagger [28].
3 This

nondeterministic merge makes Avalanche potentially nondeterministic, even if the code within function nodes were effect-free. This
along with the output data-rates of CPS function nodes being unknown,
makes Avalanche more similar to asynchronous data-flow models like
WaveScript [37] rather than synchronous ones like StreamIt [17].

3.1.7

Redistribute

Data parallelism across a distributed-memory computer is obtained
via two features: the SPMD nature of the programming model, and
data redistribution nodes. A redistribute node takes a user-defined,
arbitrary data distribution (represented as a function from messages
to node numbers) and some configuration settings and moves messages from its input channel to the nodes named by the data distribution, then outputs them on its output channel on those nodes.
The data distribution can be completely user-defined, and can use
compile-time and/or run-time information; the data distributions
implemented so far are static distributions such as a cyclic distribution. As the Active Pebbles programming and execution model
is used underneath the flow graph system, messages can be sent
using techniques such as coalescing, software-based routing, and
duplicate message elimination to improve performance. The configuration information passed to the redistribute node contains the
relevant settings for these capabilities. The continuation-based nature of the flow graph is very helpful for the redistribute node: the
continuation for the output of the redistribute node can be almost
directly be used as the active message handler for the communication library.
An alternative model for handling data distributions would be
to have each node associated with a data distribution, performing communication implicitly between nodes to match the distributions. This model would be cleaner in some ways, but any node
could perform remote communication without showing that explicitly. In the current model, only explicitly designated nodes can
cause communication, and only those nodes need to be associated
with data distributions. Since most nodes do not need data redistribution, needing to specify the same data distribution for each
node would be verbose. Also, our framework benefits greatly from
type-based code specialization at compile-time, and whether two
data distributions are equal (removing the need for communication)
may not be testable until run-time. Code could be generated for
both cases at compile-time, with the decision between them made
at run-time, but pipelines could then lead to exponential growth in
code size.
The semantics of the redistribute node allow messages passing
through it to be reordered arbitrarily (subject to the rule that they
must all be handled when the Active Pebbles epoch, i.e., overall
pipeline execution or a subgraph node, finishes). Messages may
take different amounts of time to be sent, for example, and writeback caches for message combining in AM++ may lead to cache
entries being sent in a different order than they were put into the
cache. Most applications targeted by Avalanche do not have ordering constraints, and any desired ordering can be done by assigning
tags to messages then creating a node that reorders incoming messages by tag (as is done in tbb::flow [4]).

3.2

Dynamic Graphs

In addition to the compile-time combinators for building flow
graphs, customization points can be added to graphs to allow rewiring at run-time. Because the graph’s structure can no longer be
fully exposed to the compiler, there is a small performance penalty
for each message sent through a link established at run-time. Runtime wiring is achieved using two node types: dynamic sender<T>
and dynamic receiver<T>. In these two types, T is the type of
data being communicated; that is still checked at compile-time. A
dynamic sender node contains a place for a type-erased function
object representing the node to send to. (We use std::function from
the C++11 standard library, which erases the original nominal type
for the object, leaving something similar to a basic function type
in Haskell or ML, e.g., α → β). When an edge is added from that
sender to a dynamic receiver, the receiver’s continuation is stored
into the sender. Indirect calls through the std::function object are
the source of the overhead in this graph structure. In addition to the
dynamic sender and receiver nodes, a parallel pipeline combinator
must be used to merge two independent-looking pipelines into a
single graph at compile-time to be run together, even though their
exact linkage will not be known until run-time. Run-time-sized
parallel combinators and broadcast nodes could be added later.
3.3

Hidden Data

One operator, for adding “hidden data,” creates a modified copy of
an existing graph structure rather than wrapping the structure. The
goal of the hidden data combinator is to pass a given piece of data
around with all messages in a portion of the graph, automatically
tracking message dependencies. This combinator is meant to apply
to a single-input, single-output portion of a graph, and so operates
on pipeline, function, and redistribution nodes; broadcast and dynamic nodes could be added later. This combinator can be viewed
as the Avalanche analog of Haskell’s Control.Arrow.second function. Given a flow graph with input type I and output type O, this
combinator produces a new flow graph with input type (H, I) and
output type (H, O) for an arbitrary type H. For each input to a flow
graph, this combinator tracks all outputs derived from that input,
using the semantics of the function, pipeline, and redistribute operators to determine which outputs are derived from which inputs.
The hidden data operator copies the structure of the graph portion given as its input, modifying function and redistribute nodes
while preserving pipeline structure. On each function node, it creates a new function node that accepts pairs of values, calls the user
function on the second element of each pair, then attaches the first
element of each pair to each of the function’s outputs. On redistribute nodes, the hidden data operator modifies the node to communicate the extra data along with the data the node was originally
communicating, modifying the data distribution to ignore the extra
data when computing the destination of each message.
The main use case for this operator is to refactor a flow graph to
add extra information that was not accounted for in its original design. For example, a graph can be built that accepts vertices from a
graph and outputs their outgoing edges. However, if a user wants to
instead give hvertex, distancei pairs and get hout-edge, distancei
pairs, the hidden data operator would be used to pass the distance
value through the existing graph and attaches it to each outgoing
edge corresponding to a given input vertex.

4.

Implementation

Avalanche is written in standard C++11 [25], taking advantage of
its new features such as lambda functions, standardized function
composition operations, move semantics (a form of uniqueness
type system), and local type inference. It also incorporates older
C++ template metaprogramming techniques such as the ability to

achieve higher-rank polymorphism by passing objects containing
polymorphic members as arguments to other templates and heavy
use of continuation-passing style. The goal of using these sophisticated techniques rather than a more direct implementation is to
enable the underlying C++ compiler to optimize the flow graphs
more effectively.
At an abstract level, a flow graph pipeline can be defined in
Haskell (used as a pseudocode for explanation) as:
−− i is the input type, o is the output type
data Pipeline i o = Pipeline ((o → IO ()) → IO (i → IO ()))
This formulation allows side effects both in creating the node and in
its (and its continuation’s) action on each input element. The first
generalization we make for programming simplicity is to allow a
pipeline to work on a set of input types, with potentially a separate
output type for each one. In C++, this allows intermediate types in
the pipeline to be inferred; it also requires that pipeline nodes may
have different types, necessitating a type class in Haskell. In the
Haskell pseudocode, functional dependencies are used for brevity;
the actual implementation uses member types, a C++ equivalent of
associated type families.
class Pipeline p i o | p i → o where
composePipeline :: p → (o → IO ()) → IO (i → IO ())
Note that the type p may have non-trivial values: it is not just a
phantom type, although it could be used that way if there is only one
pipeline of a given type. In C++, using the equivalent to a type of the
form t → u (std::function) causes a run-time overhead for each call
to the function, and usually disables compiler optimizations such as
inlining. The standard technique to avoid this is for each function
definition to have a separate type: the type determines which code
will be run, while the function object’s value containing values for
the function’s free variables (if any). Thus, each continuation has
a separate type, and a new type class is used to represent functionlike types.
−− This class introduces a new form of functions and function
−− applications, allowing dispatch to code based on type alone:
class Function f a | f → a where
call :: f → a → IO ()
−− Node composition, based on the new notion of a Function.
−− ’nx’ is the type of the node’s continuation
class (forall nx. Function nx o ⇒ Function (Composed p nx) i)
⇒ Pipeline p i o | p i → o where
type Composed p :: ∗ → ∗
composePipeline :: p → nx → IO (Composed p nx)
In this example, the Pipeline class requires a polymorphic function; thus, any function that accepts a pipeline as argument is
rank-2 polymorphic. In the C++ implementation, the equivalent to
composePipeline is written in continuation-passing style, and so its
continuation needs to be able to accept arbitrary composed continuations (shown as Composed in this pseudocode), leading to more
rank-2 polymorphism.
In the actual C++ implementation, a pipeline node is required to
support one function, set input type. The signature for a pipeline
node type node and input value type in is:
template <typename K>
void set input type(
K&& k, node& n, boost::mpl::identity<in>);
Here, boost::mpl::identity is a class from the Boost Metaprogramming Library [19] that represents an arbitrary type without storing a value of that type. The set input type function is required to
call its continuation k on some new object of unspecified type; call

that type node2. The type node2 is required to have a member type
named output type giving the type of values that it outputs to its
successor. Additionally, a second function must be defined:
template <typename K, typename Next>
void bind next message type(
K&& k, node2& me, Next&& nx,
amplusplus::transport& trans, uintmax t& end value);

Original pipeline

Flow of stream types

Flow of continuations

Figure 1. Flow of element types and continuations during processing of a pipeline.
This function is required to call its continuation k on the composition of the node me and the flow graph continuation nx; this
composition can have arbitrary type. The type produced is required
to be accessible via a member bind next message type result. Finally, the result of bind next message type is an object having a
get send func() member function, which then becomes the flow
graph continuation for this node’s predecessor. The overall flow
of data at compile-time is shown in Figure 1. In effect, two passes
over the flow graph are done: one in the forward direction to set
input and output types, and a second one in the reverse direction to
link each flow graph node to its successor’s continuation.
The goal of all of this complexity is performance: C++ compilers specialize polymorphic classes and functions for each particular
set of input types,4 allowing the particular continuation types in use
to be computed statically. Thus, exactly which code will be called
as the continuation of each flow graph node is known, allowing that
code to be inlined into the node’s body. Unlike some functional language compilers [48], C++ compilers typically have difficulty optimizing complex patterns of indirect function calls. This type specialization only applies to parts of the flow graph built at compiletime; the dynamic graph combinators do not allow this type information to be passed around as it is not known at compile-time, and
so optimization opportunities are lost in exchange for flexibility.
These type-system techniques, a form of expression templates [43],
end up acting as a synthetic form of deforestation [46].
Because the functions for processing and rebuilding the flow
graph at each step are written in continuation-passing style, local
variables in each function will stay allocated until the flow graph
has finished executing. Thus, this control flow structure can be
viewed as a form of Cheney queue [8] in that it uses the stack as a
source for dynamically-allocated memory. The main benefit is that
functions can create data structures locally, then return references
to those data structures by calling the functions’ continuations.
4 Although

the standard does not mandate this behavior, all mainstream
compilers work this way.

The disadvantage of this approach is that the compiler appears
to be unable to statically determine where those references point,
treating them as pointers to unknown places in memory. Thus,
some data needed to be copied into value members of continuation
objects and flow graph nodes. C++11 move semantics, a form of
uniqueness type, were used to optimize copying into moving when
it is known that the object being copied is no longer alive after
the copy. A move operation can perform ownership transfer of
large objects rather than copying them, increasing performance. In
AM++, message types contain members such as coalescing buffers
that should not be copied, and so these types are declared as moveonly; the type system ensures that only one copy of each move-only
object exists at a time.
The approach used in Avalanche leads to two main optimizations: inlining of non-redistribution nodes into their predecessors,
and message type optimizations from Active Pebbles/AM++. Inlining comes from the representation of node inputs as continuations,
and the composition of those continuations onto predecessor nodes.
In combination with the tracking of flow graph structure through
C++’s type system, the compiler is able to determine the function
call graph statically and is thus able to optimize it. Most flow graph
functions are small, and so compositions of them are likely to be
optimized. The second source of optimization is through the use of
AM++ as underlying communication layer. AM++ does many optimizations on communication operations, including calling handlers
immediately if a process is sending a message to itself; the need
to do this check in the application or Avalanche is thus avoided.
AM++ also coalesces small messages into larger ones, calling the
handlers for the resulting small messages in a tight loop in the destination process; that loop’s body is also statically known, allowing
compiler optimizations even for remote active message operations.
Avalanche also exposes the performance capabilities of AM++ directly to users, including the ability to add removal of duplicate
and other combinable messages using caches directly in AM++; in
combination with routing, duplicates can be removed even on intermediate nodes between the initial sender and final receiver of a
message.
Because of Avalanche’s heavy use of higher-order functions, the
ability to create function objects with non-trivial closures is important. C++11 provides lambda expressions, which automatically create closures containing all free local variables used in the body of
the lambda function; however, lambda functions cannot be polymorphic and must either copy or refer to free variables (the closure
cannot move values of its free variables in). The first of these limitations is especially problematic to this work: many types of nodes
accept functions as input that must be polymorphic to operate on
unknown continuation types. Thus, either manually written classes
or a more cumbersome Standard Library mechanism, std::bind,
must be used instead. The bind operators are a general syntax for
function composition, in which placeholders represent function parameters. Bind expressions are difficult to write for complicated
functions, but they do handle building closures almost automatically and allow polymorphic functions to be generated. Manuallywritten function objects are often used instead in Avalanche and its
examples for readability. Thus, this work exposes the limitations
of functional programming in C++, even with the improvements in
C++11.

5.

Examples

To demonstrate and evaluate Avalanche, we converted two example
programs from the paper that introduced the Active Pebbles programming and execution model [50]. These examples are Permutation (a simple benchmark that uses two steps of data redistribution)
and Breadth-First Search (a graph algorithm). These programs had
already been written in manual active message style as part of that

previous work, and thus can easily be compared against flow graph
translations of them (see Section 6).
5.1

Permutation

The Permutation benchmark models the reorganization of data that
may follow a data input operation. The benchmark starts with a
set of haddress, datai pairs distributed randomly across the computer’s processes. The first step of the benchmark is to apply a
lookup table (itself distributed) to the address fields of the data
elements, producing new addresses. The benchmark then requires
that the elements be placed into a distributed array based on these
new addresses. Thus, two communication steps are required: one
to move the data to access the correct parts of the lookup table,
and a second one to move the data elements to their final locations. The pipeline for this operation is straightforward and linear, and is shown in Figure 4; a simplified version of the code is
in Figure 2. The overall computation performed for each value of
i is data p[perm[i]] = data[i], with conflicts between those writes
resolved arbitrarily. Compared to the pseudocode for the Active
Pebbles version, shown in Figure 3, the flow graph representation
shows the operations in the program in the order in which they are
run, while the handler-based approach tangles the program’s control flow. Note also that the Active Pebbles version is heavily abbreviated: the actual code is much longer than the Avalanche version
shown.

initial(send_array)
redistribute(owner)
function(lookup_in_perm)
redistribute(owner)
final_function(store_in_data)
Figure 4. Flow diagram for Permutation.
5.2

Breadth-First Search

The second benchmark shown is breadth-first search (BFS), a simple graph algorithm also used as a benchmark in [50]. Breadth-first
search explores all the neighbors of a vertex before proceeding onward to neighbors-of-neighbors. To do a strictly breadth-first search
in a parallel implementation it is typically necessary to synchronize with a global barrier before proceeding deeper (otherwise a
data-race may occur in which a longer path reaches a node before
a shorter one and its depth is misclassified). Such an approach is
called level-synchronized.
The code for level-synchronized BFS is shown in Figure 5 and
the pipeline structure is in Figure 7. In this description, “vertices”
and “edges” refer to the input graph being searched by the algorithm, while “node” refers to computation steps in the flow graph.
The loop node in Figure 5 iterates once for each level by connecting the level’s output (the return continue msg{}; node) back to
its input (the subgraph node). The subgraph node processes a completely separate graph that represents an individual level, imposing

a global synchronization at the end. The output of the subgraph
node is the system-wide number of local queues that were nonempty at the start of the subgraph; when that value reaches zero,
the filter node deletes the message and thus causes the loop to terminate.5 If the loop does not terminate, the output queue from the
loop body becomes the input queue for the next BFS level, and the
output queue is cleared. The loop is initiated by the send constant
object (a type of initial node); continue msg is the name used in
tbb::flow [4] for an empty class used to send as a message when no
data is required, and we use the same name in Avalanche. The body
of the loop looks like a standard breadth-first search algorithm: the
input queue is streamed to a function node that gets the targets of
each vertex’s outgoing edges, redistributes those targets to match
the data distribution used for the color map and output queue, and
adds any un-visited target vertices into the queue and marks them as
visited. In the manually-written Active Pebbles pseudocode shown
in Figure 6, the message handler is relatively simple, but the main
loop includes several explicit control flow and synchronization operations.
// q1 and q2 are of type std::vector<vertex descriptor>
send constant(continue msg{}) | // Trigger loop
loop(
// Single level of BFS
subgraph(
(// Iterate through vertices in input queue
// This sets the output from the subgraph
// if q1 is not empty
iterate container(q1) |
// Get their neighbors
cps function node(
bfs get outgoing edges t<...>{g, local}) |
// Move neighbors to their owners
redistribute(owner gen, msg gen) |
filter([&](vertex descriptor v) {
auto key = get(local, v);
// Test color map
if (get(color, key) == false) {
// Not yet visited
put(color, key, true);
return true;
} else {
// Already visited, so skip
return false;
}
}) |
// Push into output queue
final function node(
[&](vertex descriptor v) {q2.push back(v);})),
trans) |
// Check for all local queues being empty
filter([](uintmax t val) {return val != 0;}) |
// Swap queues for next level
function node([&](uintmax t) {
q1.swap(q2); q2.clear();
// Go to top of loop
return continue msg{};})) |
eat()
Figure 5. Avalanche Code for Breadth-First Search (simplified).
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successor node is required due to an implementation limitation, although no messages will be sent to it.

// Send input data
initial(send data pairs{data.get(), elements per proc, (uint64 t(elements per proc) ∗ rank)}) |
// Distribute it by address to match lookup table
redistribute([=](...) {return pair owner map;}, msg gen) |
// Apply lookup table
function node([=](pair<uint64 t, uint64 t> p) {return make pair(perm ptr[get(local map, p.first)], p.second);}) |
// Distribute by new address for storage in output array
redistribute([=](...) {return pair owner map;}, msg gen) |
// Store data in output array
final function node([=](pair<uint64 t, uint64 t> p) {data p ptr[get(local map, p.first)] = p.second;})
Figure 2. Avalanche Code for Permutation (simplified).

// Write into output array
void final store handler(pair<uint64 t, uint64 t> p) {
data p[get(local map, p.first)] = p.second;
}
auto final store message = register message handler(final store handler);
// Look up element in table
void lookup table handler(pair<uint64 t, uint64 t> p) {
final store message −>send(make pair(perm[get(local map, p.first)], p.second));
}
auto lookup table message = register message handler(lookup table handler);
// Loop over all data elements
for (uint64 t i : my range) {
lookup table message −>send(make pair(data[i], i));
}
Figure 3. Active Pebbles Pseudocode for Permutation.

6.

Evaluation

To show the performance effects of the higher-level flow graph
model compared to manually written active message handlers, we
compared performance on the two examples shown in Section 5
against the raw AM++ and MPI implementations shown in [50].
The test was performed on Challenger, an IBM Blue Gene/P system at Argonne National Laboratory. The system consists of 1024
nodes, each containing a quad-core, 850 MHz PowerPC 450 processor and 2 GiB of RAM. GCC 4.7.0 in C++11 mode was used as
the compiler, with -Ofast -DNDEBUG as optimization flags. Both
AM++ and the example programs were compiled with thread support disabled (removing locks and atomic operations). Only one
core from each node was used for the experiments.
Both tests showed some overhead from the use of Avalanche,
with smaller effects on BFS than on Permutation, but the overheads
were similar across different scales. The results from Permutation
are shown in Figure 8. The overhead from Avalanche varies between 4.5% on one node to 9.7% on 32 nodes. On BFS, shown
in Figure 9, the overhead is 12.9% on one node but is between
2.7% and 5.9% on larger node counts. These overheads appear to
be caused by extra memory references from the compiler failing
to resolve that references between parts of the pipeline actually
point to fixed offsets relative to each other. Relative to manuallywritten MPI implementations, AM++ and Avalanche perform better for Permutation, and worse for BFS; the collective-based MPI
implementation ran out of memory running on 512 nodes.

7.

Related Work

Other work has explored non-flow-graph approaches for simplifying the programming of active-message-based applications. For
example, the X10 [14] and Chapel [11] languages provide asyn-

chronous mechanisms for running a block of code on a designated
remote process. This syntax avoids the need to write a separate
handler function, but still requires explicit movement of individual
pieces of the code as invoked on individual pieces of data. Another
approach is the domain-specific language Structured Dagger [28],
built on top of the Charm++ active message framework [29]. Structured Dagger provides imperative-like syntax, but also has constructs for sending out multiple messages, waiting for results to
arrive from all of them, and combining those results. This model allows for more sophisticated coordination, rather than targeting bulk
handling of many messages through pipelines of simple operators
like Avalanche does.
Some libraries in C++ use simpler forms of pipelines in the sequential context. For example, Boost.Range 2.0 [38] uses pipeline
syntax to compose adaptors on sequences (such as map and filter),
with compiler fusion of the sequence adaptors into traversals of the
output sequence. However, only linear pipelines are supported, and
Boost.Range is purely sequential. The Oven library [41] extends
Boost.Range with many more adaptors, including some (such as
set union) that merge two sequences, as well as some simple parallel algorithms. However, these libraries do not handle distributedmemory parallelism, and are limited in the types of flow graphs
they can express.
The Standard Template Adaptive Parallel Library (STAPL) [7],
a generic, parallel C++ library similar to the C++ Standard Library but also containing graph and matrix algorithms, uses task
graphs as an internal mechanism for implementing algorithms on
distributed-memory systems. STAPL also has parallel views, built
by wrapper interfaces on top of physical containers. Algorithms
in STAPL are adaptive, and STAPL’s scheduler executes nodes of
task DAGs as data arrives. It is also based on its own active message framework, ARMI. However, task DAGs represent concrete

// Vertex update handler
void update handler(vertex descriptor v) {
if (get(color, v) == false) {
put(color, v, true);
q2.push(v);
}
}
auto update message = register message handler(update handler);
// Main body of code
while (true) {
// Local and global tests for all queues being empty
const unsigned long my queue is empty = q1.empty();
unsigned long all queues are empty;
{
// Create a synchronization epoch
amplusplus::scoped epoch value
epoch(transport, my queue is empty, all queues are empty);
// For each vertex in the input queue
for (vertex descriptor v : q1) {
// For each of its neighbors
for (vertex descriptor w : neighbors(v)) {
// Send update
update message−>send(w);
}
}
}
// If all ranks had empty queues, stop
if (all queues are empty == size) break;
// Swap queues for next level
q1.swap(q2);
q2.clear();
}

send_constant(continue_msg{})

loop
subgraph
iterate_container(q1)
cps_function(get_outgoing_edges(g))
redistribute(owner)
filter(update_color_map)
final_function(push_onto_queue(q2))

filter(not_equal_to_0)

Figure 6. Active Pebbles Pseudocode for Breadth-First Search.
operations on known sets of data, not streams of fine-grained data
flowing in a demand-driven manner.
FlumeJava [13] is a Java library for writing MapReduce jobs
(described in Section 1). FlumeJava’s fundamental abstraction is
the parallel collection; operations on parallel collections are not
executed, but are built into flow graphs to be optimized and executed later. This model is in a sense dual to the type of model used
in Avalanche: rather than working with the flow graph nodes, a system such as FlumeJava works with the edges as the main abstraction. FlumeJava also differs greatly from Avalanche in its target
domain. MapReduce workers cannot communicate directly with
their peers during a MapReduce job. Avalanche, on the other hand,
targets graph applications where high-frequency, asynchronous
messaging between workers is the norm. Further, FlumeJava’s fusion is limited. FlumeJava essentially interprets a representation of
an optimized pipeline at runtime, precluding inlining and crossoptimization of adjacent nodes even when they are fused into the
same MapReduce job.
Pregel [33] is a C++ library for large-scale, distributed-memory
graph algorithms. A bulk-synchronous parallel model with separate
computation and communication steps is assumed; communication
is fine-grained, however, with graph vertices able to send messages
to other individual vertices. User-defined reduction operations can
be applied during communication to all values being sent to a particular vertex, as in Active Pebbles. Pregel’s interfaces are primarily
object-oriented, likely limiting possible compiler optimizations. It
is also not based on flow graphs, but instead on supersteps of imperative computation and communication. Avalanche does not have a
superstep structure: multiple nodes in the flow graph can execute in

function(
q1.swap(q2); q2.clear();
return continue_msg{};)

eat()
Figure 7. Flow diagram for Breadth-First Search.
parallel, without any global barriers between stages of the pipeline
(except for subgraph nodes and other places where synchronization
is specified by a particular algorithm).
Green-Marl [22] is a recent domain specific language specifically for writing analyses of immutable graphs. In its current form,
Green-Marl primarily targets SMP execution, but a back-end targeting a Pregel-like framework (GPS [40]) is under development.
By having a tight focus on a specific class of algorithms, GreenMarl programs can be significantly more concise than Avalanche
ones (for example, BFS is a built-in language construct). However,
Green-Marl both requires using new syntax (rather than a library)
and cannot express as broad a class of algorithms as Avalanche.
Flow Graph Systems
Some flow-graph systems (like FlumeJava) have edges corresponding to unordered collections. Intel’s Concurrent Collections
(CnC) [10] is another example, wherein graph nodes communi-
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S-Net [2] is a coordination language (as is CnC) for describing
flow graphs (of ordered streams) via composition combinators such
as serial or parallel node composition and node replication. Unlike
Avalanche, which is used entirely within C++, the S-Net coordination language is separate from the implementation language and
includes a sophisticated type system for records. These record types
map onto the host language, and a notion of flow inheritance solves
the problem solved by our hidden-data operator.
Avalanche is a hybrid of the above options in that its edges fundamentally represent ordered streams of values; however, redistribute
nodes are necessary for distributed programming and they can introduce reordering. The sensor network programming language,
Regiment [36], has some similarities to Avalanche in its use of distributed (region) streams, which have local instantiations on each
of many nodes.
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Figure 8. Permutation weak scaling performance (10M elements/node).
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The relationship between continuations and coroutines has long
been recognized [21]. Recently, CPS transformations are increasingly used inside compilers to deal with asynchronous programming (i.e., to handle the generation of callbacks/event handlers).
For example, both F# asynchronous workflows [42] and Scala
use this technique; it has also been proposed as an extension to
C++ [20]. This can be used to enable a natural, “straight-line” style
of programming even in the presence of blocking, high-latency operations like fetching a Web site. In the case of the Akka actor library for Scala, messages to actors are essentially active messages,
which, together with CPS support, is an attractive option. These
actors are migratable and relatively expensive, however; they are
targeted towards Web services rather than high-performance computing.
In contrast with these systems, Avalanche cannot provide CPS
support in the compiler while using standard C++ compilers (without the adoption of [20]). Although Avalanche does require writing
separate pipeline nodes, it enables rich forms of composition and
messaging.

Nodes

Figure 9. Breadth-first search weak scaling performance (400,000
vertices/node).
cate through key-value stores. However, the majority of previous systems employing flow-graphs communicate through ordered
streams. These stream processing systems are often based on the
synchronous data-flow model. StreamIt [17] is an example in this
class; it targets signal processing algorithms and achieves portability across a number of parallel multicore architectures. WaveScript [37] is another example which is more similar to Avalanche
in that it allows an arbitrary and data-dependent number of outputs
for each input processed by a node. Finally, tbb::flow, part of Intel’s
Threading Building Blocks [4], is an example of a library approach,
rather than a language approach, to parallel stream processing. It
is very flexible, allowing both “push” and demand-driven scheduling, and some of its abstractions were inspiration for Avalanche.
However, it is limited to shared-memory systems, and is intended
for coarser-grained computations without any of the node merging
techniques used in Avalanche.
The FastFlow framework [6] also provides high-performance
streaming networks for multi-core systems, with distributed-memory
support (based on ZeroMQ) recently released. FastFlow provides
highly efficient, lock-free message-passing communication operations for shared-memory systems, as well as patterns (combinators)
built on top of those. The patterns supported are similar to those in
Avalanche, but configuration is done at run-time, requiring coarsergrained computations.

8.

Conclusions and Future Work

We have presented Avalanche, a C++ library implementing a flowgraph-based interface on top of the Active Pebbles programming
model. This library uses template metaprogramming techniques to
optimize flow graphs while using an existing programming language and standard, un-modified compiler. In particular, it uses
functional programming techniques such as continuation-passing
style to allow fusion of successor graph nodes into their predecessors, as well as to provide stack allocation of complex structures
of nodes. Uniqueness types are used to efficiently allocate objects
in their parents when using a separate reference is too inefficient.
Thus, functional programming is applied in a multi-paradigm language to achieve efficiency and expressiveness.
Several avenues remain for future work. The most direct is
to add more pipeline combinators into Avalanche. One opportunity would be to define a combinator that takes a description of
an arbitrary graph at compile-time and uses metaprogramming to
link the flow graph nodes accordingly. Another would be to create nodes for distributing data evenly among a set of output nodes,
rather than broadcasting it to all outputs. Threading support could
also be added: one possibility would be a node that sends messages to its successor as tasks in a work-stealing system such as
Cilk [9] or Threading Building Blocks [4], while another would
be to keep the distributed-memory structure but add ownershiptransfer intra-process messaging to AM++. Also, the current prototype requires side effects to communicate information out of subgraphs and loops; adding operations that allow the number of side
effects to be reduced would be beneficial future work.

Although Avalanche is currently written in C++, a version in
Haskell or another more traditional functional programming language could be implemented as well. A functional-language compiler might also be able to optimize the flow graph data structure
and algorithms on it more automatically, without requiring information about the graph’s structure and particular functions used in
it to be encoded into its type. A pipeline fragment’s input and output
streams are appropriate to be part of its type since they control how
a fragment can be used; a better compiler might be able to avoid the
need to put other information into types. The arrow construct [24],
and associated proc notation [39], is likely to be a elegant approach
for describing pipelines in Haskell.
There is nothing limiting a system such as Avalanche to being
built on top of AM++. Other models based on active messages, such
as Charm++ [29] and ParalleX [27], could also be used underneath
a flow graph system. Charm++ already has a domain-specific language, Structured Dagger [28], for specifying active message flows
but a system such as Avalanche could be an alternative in pure C++.
A flow graph model could be especially beneficial for ParalleX
because it specializes in complex active message flows in which
messages trigger other messages to separate systems; Avalanche
would make specifying such flows much easier. Even non-activemessage frameworks can be used underneath Avalanche; however,
Avalanche’s semantic model still would be based on streams of objects that have functions called on them when they arrive at flow
graph nodes.
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